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BUBBA
BUB-2 $352.00

The Multiport Valve Repair System
BUBBA saves your customer significant money
while you make even more profit.
SBUBBA makes multiport valve repair trouble free.
S Easily & safely compresses multiport spring for

disassembly and reassembly.
Pedestal height adjusts to fit all brands of multiport
valves.
S Quickly pays for itself.
S Huge cost savings in repair versus replacement cost.
S

BUB-2
Loaded and ready
to pull the pin.

Great for cleaning:
1) Catch troughs on vanishing edge pools.
2) “Clumps” of leaves around main drain
or in a corner.
3) The spa area of a Pool-Spa combo.
4) Acorns, stones, coins, etc.
5) Quick touch ups.
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V. SPOT-VAK
VSV-1 $18.76

This Thing is Amazing!

With its concentrated velocity of suction, the V.I.P. Spot-Vak
captures all debris it comes in contact with. NOTHING GETS
AWAY. Unlike conventional vac heads which disperse leaves,
causing them to float away from the area being vacuumed, the
V.I.P. Spot-Vak will not create clouds when removing algae,
mud, DE powder, or sand. The innovative V-notch design on
the nozzle prevents the V.I.P. Spot-Vak from sticking fast to the
bottom of the pool.

UNION WRENCH

Plumbing Level Kit

UNW-1 $18.24

PLK-1 25.72

The curved jaws on these unique
adjustable pliers provide a gentle
grip on unions and eyeball rings.

S Eliminate unsightly plumbing.
S Kit includes levels for 1 1/2” & 2” pipe, plus a
bubble level for accurate 3 way valve
installation.
S Levels stay in place while plumbing is being
installed.
S Easily removed when the job is complete.
S Rugged, long lasting construction.

S Opens from 1” to 4”.
S Grips without marring the surface of the item.
S Curved jaws hold pipe and eyeball rings
without damaging them.
S Designed in Germany.

QuikStick
QST-1 $10.48

Eliminates the need for a
measuring tape when
determining the correct
length of a pipe segment
when plumbing a system.
S Accurately measures and
remembers the length of pipe
that you need.
S Expands from 6 ½” to 37 ½”.
S Stores in your pocket like a pen.
S Eliminates frustration.
S Saves Time.

Eyeball not included.
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